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Two meter foxhunting in Chicago started in the early 1960s. One of the first hunts started
on 147.30 MHz. The starting point was in Des Plaines near the Centel Building. With the
introduction of 2 meter repeaters, it moved to the CFAR repeater. There were hunts on the
WAFAR, ACL and CFMC repeaters with a simplex hunt sponsored by the RAMS on 146.34
MHz. Now the lineup is on CFAR, CMFC and two simplex hunts.

CFAR 2M Foxhunt - March 4th, 2017 by Mike WA9FTS
Fox - Matt KC9SEM, Patty N9PLS, Mike WA9FTS, Jacob, Mac
Matt suggested we try the Elgin area and see what we could find for a challenging spot. We looked at
several areas around the intersection of Rt 31 and I-90. We found several good spots but settled on t eh area
NW of the intersection. We got there off Rt 31 to Tollgate Rd and a driveway south and west to find a
parking area next to a business. Early investigation of the restaurants in the area indicated Bennigan’s
would be the best choice as they were open until 1 AM. We backed in and put up a portable 3 el beam up
around 17 ft. It was held up by small branches and bongie cords to a wooden fence. Matt brought his amps
and we were set to give the hunters a strong 170w signal to the starting point. All 4 hunt teams heard us
and the hunt was off at 8:03 PM. Using his map app on his phone, Matt figured it would take about 35 min
to cover the distance to us for a perfect route. With the possibility of us being on any one of the four
corners, I thought it would take at least an hour for 1st place to arrive. Finally we saw headlights in front of
us and it was Janet driving in with John. It took him 1 hr 12 min. Marty arrived and was 2nd by only about
30 sec. Don pulled up in hid Dodge Ram truck 21 min later. Tom indicated he was in the area. Since it was
now 2 hours into the hunt, we changed antennas to a mag mount and put away the yagi in back of the
truck and pulled out to Tollgate Rd. Tom arrived at 10:22 to end the hunt. We went to Bennigan’s to join
John, Janet and Marty. Results:
1. John WD9EXW, Janet - 9:15:00 2. Marty N9LTE - 9:15:30

3. Don W9RA - 9:36 4. Tom N9CBA - 10:22
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We were hiding at the red rectangle.
42.069460, -88.293679
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2nd Sat 2M Foxhunt - March 11th, 2017 by Tom N9CBA & Pete K9PW
The hunt started promptly with 5 hunters. Tom N9CBA provided a good signal (-100 dBm) which
all the hunters heard. Four hunters went south on Belmont Rd, while one hunter when north. Just
before the start, that hunter had been seen reversing the handle on his antenna - perhaps a mistake?
Tom hide near downtown Lemont between the I&M canal and the Sanitary & Ship canal at:
N41.67495 W88.00701 He was hiding in his car which was pulled off of a poorly-maintained, and
desolate road. He ran 10 watts to a 3 element vertically polarized yagi up 18' located next to the car
and pointed north toward the starting point.
Matt won finding a opening in the brush which lead to the fox. K9PW (with K9JK) finished 2nd a
few minutes later by going through the thickest part of the brush - ask Tom. Not sure the order for
3rd & 4th between John & Marty. W9RA DNF with bad bearing only a mile away. Nobody took an
expressway.
Tom added that nobody drove up to his car or where they could see the car from their car. Matt and
Jacob came in the easy way, and others came in through light brush. Nobody could see the car from
the road.
Release ~8:02
1. Matt KC9SEM, Patty N9PLS, Jacob, Mac 8:32
3. Marty N9LTE and Bill 8:45

2. Pete K9PW, John K9JK 8:37

4. John WD9EXW & Janet

Munch at Gelsosomo's Pizzeria & Pub

206 Main St, Lemont, IL 60439

Hiding location of Tom provided by Pete indicated by the red
circle.
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DNF Don W9RA

Picture submitted by Pete
K9PW at the munch.
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CFMC 2M Foxhunt - March 25th, 2017 by Pete K9PW
All six hunter vehicles heard the fox at the start; leaving the lot at 8:07pm. And all got to I-355 for a
long drive to the south. The winning route exited at Archer Ave (IL-171) while several other hunters
continued further south on I-355. The winning track can be found at: https://goo.gl/QFxQ2I
At least one hunter later described weak signals & getting lost making a “wrong” turn in downtown
Joliet. Fortunately, a patrolling city vehicle was kind enough to provide directions on how to “get out
of town”!
At 9:11pm (after 44 miles of driving), K9PW (with K9JK) would arrive at an unfinished residential
subdivision in Channahon. 6-8 minutes later, Matt with a crew of 5 helpers arrived at the same spot.
This was still 1000’ south of the fox. But interstates, railroad tracks, the I&M canal, gravel roads &
muddy drives were only some of the obstacles to driving closer. Matt explored the area for a few
minutes before decided there had to be a better way; packed up his crew and left. Meanwhile, Pete
followed a walking path, then off road vehicle path which became soft, then ankle deep water, then 9’
reeds and finally a clearing which lead back to the car, argh! So back into the swamp. After 22 minutes
& 0.5 mile of wandering, signals were up to 6-7 with knee deep cool water but the fox’s Geo Tracker
was spotted. No surprise, Tony was not in the car. The 30’ mast with directional antenna was soon
spotted. As Pete finished for the win at 9:33pm, flashlight beams were seen searching to the north
(Tom, N9CBA) and northeast (Don, W9RA). Soon after the next transmission, Don finished at 9:39pm.
Tom finished third. Matt and crew arrived a bit later for fourth. There was significant mud entering
from the north, as Jacob stepped out of a shoe and 4 wheel drive vehicles had an advantage! Checkout the photo of Tom’s SUV as proof.
Results: 1 Pete K9PW, John K9JK - 9:33PM
2. Don W9RA - 9:39 PM
3. Tom N9CBA
4. Matt KC9SEM, Patty N9PLS, Chad, Andrew, Jacob, Mac
DNF Marty N9LTE
DNF John WD9EXW, Mike WA9FTS, Janet
Food was at Cracker Barrel a few miles away.
Tony AA9CC was hiding at the red circle.

34 2M Foxhunt - March 25th, 2017 by Pete K9PW
All six hunter vehicles heard the fox somewhat weakly
at the start. Pete (K9PW) the fox was hiding less than 6
miles to the west in the trash collection area at the
southern end of Clauss Recreation Area. Pete was
using an HT set at 2 Watts to a mag mount half wave
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The antenna was only 3 feet above ground mounted horizontal on a metal pipe inside the wooden
fence which surrounded the trash bins. 20-30 empty trash barrels help conceal the fox. The metal
trash barrels also greatly reduced signals in most directions beside east. Thus several hunters drove
out of range missing some of the fox’s transmissions.
At around 8:30pm, KC9SEM (Matt, Patty & family) pulled into a park’s lot 1000’ to the north. They
noticed Pete’s van (driven by John, K9JK) leaving the lot but decided it couldn’t be Pete’s van because
it was moving! Matt got on foot into the park which he knew well from past softball games. Around
the same time during the next transmission, Tony (AA9CC) drove into the southern lot to with 20’ of
the fox, but then drove elsewhere in the lot to park. Minutes later Tony & Matt both approached the
trash area on foot from opposite directions. Tony was the first to navigate through the barrels to find
the fox. Matt finished only a minute later.
By the following transmission, John (WD9EXW) was on foot approaching the area & soon also found
the fox. Marty (N9LTE) was only minutes behind finishing at 8:49pm. During this time, Don
(W9RA) had his batteries die in his radio. So, a stop to buy new batteries meant lost time. Don did
finish at 8:53pm. Several minutes later, N9CBA (Tom) finished to end the hunt.
Food was at Pilot Pete’s where everyone got to see the CQ magazine article on foxhunting which
included a photo of young hunter Jacob!
FOX: Pete K9PW & John K9JK

N41.971778 W88.091532

1 Tony AA9CC
2 Matt KC9SEM, Patty N9PLS, Jacob & Mac
3 John WD9EXW, Janet
4 Marty N9LTE
5 Don W9RA
6 Tom N9CBA

Pete was hiding at the red circle.
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Saturday
1st

March 2017

Start Time
8 PM

2nd

8 PM

3rd

8 PM

4th

8 PM

5th

8 PM

Hunter

Starting Location
Rt 83 north of St.
Charles Rd, Elmhurst
across from KMart
Downers Grove Fitness
& Rec Center parking
lot off Belmont Rd
south of Odgen Av
Centennial Park,
Addison 0.4 miles
south of Lake St
WoodDale Jr HS
parking lot, south of
Sievert Rd between
Thorndale Rd and
Irving Pk Rd,
TBD by the fox
WD9EXW Next hunt Apr 29th

Foxhunt Frequency

147.750 MHz
CFAR input
146.565 MHz

146.160 MHz
CFMC input
146.340 MHz

TBD by the fox

1st

2nd

3/3

2/2

0

1

4/0

1/1

W9RA

0

2

WA9FTS

3

2

WD9EXW

2

2

2/1

2/1

1

2

KC9SEM / N9PLS
N9LTE
AA9CC/KC9QQY

K9PW/K9JK
N9CBA

5th Saturday hunts are not included in hunt results

VK3YNG Sniffer
All of our hunter use the VK3YNG Sniffer when we have to
get out on foot to find the fox. WA9FTS uses one in the
vehicle also and W9RA uses his from start to finish.
To order: bryan@foxhunt.com.au
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